SATT: 'We want to see toilets! Durban City has now an alliance with the South African Homeless Peoples Federation to build toilets. There is now a joint Federation/Health/Metro/ Settlement steering committee. We are here to learn from the Indian experience. To directly study the process. From the beginning to the end of the project. We want a blueprint to take back!' Jockin begins: 'Our topic is shit, and the management thereof …' It appears that the federation in Mumbai has built over 240 toilet blocks in two years. These are of every possible type: water--borne sewers, pit latrines, buckets, septic tanks, bio--recyclable and truck--pumped. There is no fixed method (a sad surprise to our team, who would prefer the rote approach, sans contingency). Instead, the local committees create the appropriate waste technology for the specific geography and location. Furthermore, in every case the construction details are uniquely tailored.
These projects can be team--built or use individual contractors; they can be externally Our guide to it all is Shamila, elegant, doe--eyed and cheerful. We set forth through the teeming streets in a deliciously chilled mini--bus. I irritate everyone by winding down the windows to take pics. The loos are in different areas. In each place poverty prevails, yet with a different flavour. All are in deeply congested locations. Before the building of these toilet blocks, one toilet would service nearly a thousand people. The joke at the time was that if you waited in line to use the toilets you would have to wait for eighteen days! Whatever.
What we see are clean and hospitable ablution facilities, islands of hygiene in a sea of filth and urban squalor. Well--maintained by either a resident manager or a committee, they provide toilet, bathing, laundry and communal meeting facilities. Some
What is SDI?
Shack/Slum Dwellers International (SDI) is an international network of the 'poorest of the poor', the 'weakest of the weak', who share ideas and experiences, and support one another in gaining access to the resources they lack (such as adequate land, infrastructure and housing), while also dealing with a plethora of issues that typify the milieu of poverty (such as HIV/AIDS, pollution, violence and exploitation). SDI brings together poor women and men from slum settlements through national and international exchange visits, exhibitions and meetings to enable the direct and rapid transfer of knowledge, experiences and skills among organisations of the very poor. The toilet blocks are all run a bit like northern health clubs: there is a caucus of paid--up members, each with a photo--id card, who contribute a small monthly sum to belong, over and above an initial joining fee. The initial fee, sometimes paid for through a micro--loan from their savings scheme, actually amounts to a considerable reduction on what the poor would have paid for water before the facility. (Due to the lack of infrastructure and the unavoidable private sale of water, the poor, it is estimated, often pay up to ten times the amount others pay for potable water.) Like the Romans, crapping together builds openness, collectivity and community (in neo--liberal speak, 'social capital'). Our team is impressed and agrees to meet again the next day with a toilet committee, to walk through the planning and construction process. Sticky with saffron--stained faces and fingers, the chorus resounds joyfully.
Day 4-
The following days are spent either in the SPARC offices or in the field with the group.
One meeting with a toilet committee takes place over a number of hours in the actual toilet. Surrounded by huffing and puffing poopers, the group moved toward the only open space-that is, the children's section. With kids coming in droves to do their business in full view and nose, it was quite a shock to the sensibilities of our Mamas. It did seem, however, to accelerate learning and add a new dimension to 'horizontal exchange'.
My last day
I take a trip out to the suburbs (huge high--rise suburbs, that is) to have lunch with two friends. The taxi driver gets lost, so we stop outside a huge tenement block miles from where we are meant to be and I ask a man directions. Remarkably, he is one of the federation members, who attended the royal occasion too. He recognises me immediately and brandishes his HRH--VIP lapel badge. Forthwith, he decides to accompany us on our way and direct us in person. As he enters, both he and the taxi driver exclaim and warmly embrace, for they both come from the same rural area and know each other well. In a city of twelve million people, I wonder at the odds of such a double coincidence.
Then I realise it is no coincidence: I am travelling in a place of great connectedness.
The sentient slum abounds. Leaping off the chair, he scuttles inside on his hands, for, desperately, he has no legs.
Within, I meet his striking but sad--looking wife and two teenage daughters. We talk with the smiling teeth of different languages. Later, I join a young Indian woman of wealth (an Oxford graduate of the upper caste working in the SPARC offices) in a dark, smoky bar, where I meet her lively
